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Abstract Entire vehicle multi-degree of freedom dynamic model of Semi-Active Suspension(SAS)
and Electric Power Steering(EPS) integrated system including yaw, roll and pitching motion is
established. Self-tuning integrated control strategy of SAS and EPS integrated system based on
pole placement is designed, and approach of on-line identification which combines the pole
placement method with least square parameter estimation method is constructed. To carry out the
real-time control on system, based on the simulation calculation, the developed adjustable shock
absorber and integrated system controller are installed in a certain mini car. Real vehicle road test is
carried on, and the simulation results are in good agreement with the test ones. Moreover, under
self-tuning integrated control based on pole placement, the peak value and standard deviation of
vertical acceleration of centroid, roll angle of vehicle body, pitching angle, yaw angular velocity,
side angle of centroid are then reduced, vehicle ride comfort, handling stability and attitude change
of vehicle body are improved, entire vehicle overall performance is enhanced.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
The suspension system and steering system are two essential systems of vehicle,
which is related to vehicle ride comfort, handling stability and other performance. With
the development of electronic control and single-chip technology, the SAS system and
EPS system have become the hot research areas. But aiming at controlling of single
system, we can only improve vehicle’s local performance, and the overall performance of
entire vehicle is difficult to get a promotion completely. SAS and EPS integrated control
is drawing more and more automobile engineers’ attention [1~4].
But model and control on integrated control system of EPS and SAS are relatively
complicated, many scholars only make simple simulation analysis, simulation results are
provide to show the validity of design control strategy theoretically, and they fail to make
progress in practical application. The concept of self-tuning was first put forward by
Kalman in 1958, which has been widely used in various engineering fields. In regard to
the solution of complicated system control questions, self-tuning control method based on
pole placement has more and more demonstrated its advantages.
Dynamic model of EPS and SAS integrated system is established, self-tuning control
method of EPS and SAS integrated control system based on pole placement is designed,
self-tuning controller of EPS and SAS integrated control system is developed.
Based on the simulation calculation, the developed EPS and SAS control integrated
system and adjustable shock absorber are installed in a certain mini car, and real vehicle
road test is carried on.
2. ESTABLISHMENT OF MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Reference [5], EPS and SAS integrated control model is established
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A,B,C and D are constant coefficient matrixs[5].
3 . DESIGN OF SELF-TUNING CONTROLLER BASED ON POLE
PLACEMENT
To the EPS and SAS integrated control system, self-tuning control is applied to
design integrated controller, and the effect of random disturbance has been considered in
the design process. Self-tuning control controls system by combining indentifier with
controller, which combines pole placement design method with least square parameter
estimation, poles of closed–loop system is shifted to the required position, appropriate
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control law is given, and the real-time control is carried out. Control structure diagram of
system is shown as fig 1.
Fig 1Self-tuning Control Principle Diagram
The control model of EPS and SAS integrated system is defined as CARMA, which is
described as follows
1 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )kAq y t q B q u t C q e t− − − −= + 3
Least square method is used to estimate the parameter of EPS and SAS integrated
control system, with a estimated parameter named ˆ .
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A feedback controller is designed to make the poles of system closed-loop equal to
required poles, which depends on performance index of system requires to achieve,
polynomial composed of these poles as follows
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Feedback control law is
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Controlled object is modeled
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Then self-tuning control law based on pole placement is
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4. SIMULATION  ANALYSIS
Based on mathematical model of EPS and SAS integrated system established in this
paper, simulation calculation is carried out in Matlab6.5+Simulink software environment.
Tab 1 shows the parameters of suspension.
When simulating, using angle step input of steering wheel, suppose the ideal handing
torque is 3 Nm, the car travels at a speed of 20m/s, steering wheel inputs 90° angel step
input at the begining, simulation results are illustrated as below.
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(a) Roll angle of vehicle body (b) Yaw angular velocity
(c) Pitching angle of vehicle body
(e) Vertical acceleration of centriod
(d) Side angle of centriod
(f) Deformation of the tire 1
Fig2 Simulation curves
Tab 1  Simulation Parameters
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Parameter Name Value
complete vehicle kerb mass m /Kg 900
maximum total mass m/ Kg 1330
Unsprung massfront/rearmui/ Kg 37/33
moment of interti Iz of complete vehicle
around Z axis / Kg·m2 1591
moment of intertia Ix around X axis Ix /
Kg·m2 293
moment of interti Iy of complete vehicle
around Y axis / Kg·m2 1074
front suspension stiffness ksi/ N/m 16000
rear suspension stiffness kqi/ N/m 13000
front suspension damping Csi/ N·s/m 1100
rear suspension damping Cqi/ N·s/m 1300
From Fig2, under adopting integrated control, the peak value of roll angle of vehicle
body and yaw angular velocity is smaller, has small overshoots, relatively less time for
reaching steady state, thus, handling stability is improved when vehicle steering, steering
portability is enhanced. Meanwhile, reducing of roll angle of vehicle body also improves
attitude changes of vehicle body.
5.  TEST STUDY
For further verify the correctness of modeling and the validity of self-tuning control
based on pole placement, the developed adjustable shock absorber and integrated control
system are installed in a mini car to carry on real vehicle road test. The test parameters
are shown in Table1. In the test, the car travels at a speed of 20 m/s, and steering wheel
inputs 90°, test principle is shown as Fig 4.
(a)Lateral acceleration(before) (b)Lateral acceleration(after)
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(c)Yaw angular velocity(before) (d) Yaw angular velocity(after)
(e) Roll angle of vehicle body(before) (f) Roll angle of vehicle body(after)
(g) Centroid vertical acceleration(before) (h) Centroid vertical acceleration(after
Fig.4 The performance comparison on integrated control before and after under corner step input
From Fig 4, after adopting self-tuning control on integrated system of EPS and SAS
based on pole placement, lateral acceleration, yaw angular velocity, roll angle of vehicle
body and vertical acceleration of centroid are attenuated, vehicle ride comfort, safety and
handling stability are improved, entire vehicle overall performance is optimized.
6. CONCLUSION
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(1) The established mathematical model of EPS and SAS integrated system is correct
and reliable.
(2) The designed self-tuning control strategy of EPS and SAS integrated system is
valid and stable.
(3) The simulation results are in good agreement with the vehicle road test ones, this
research lays a foundation for study on integrated control of vehicle chassis.
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